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Welcome 2

Building A
CAREER
In conjunction with expert providers Finito, Quintessentially Education is delighted to
launch a new bespoke development programme for first-time job hunters making the
transition from education to employment.
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This is a one-to-one intensive training opportunity that allows young people – whether they are
school leavers, university graduates, college leavers, mature or overseas students – to build the
necessary skills to move forward into the first stage of a productive career.
Delivered in a relaxed and highly-tailored manner, the programme seamlessly fills the gaps between
educational establishments and the world of work, by guaranteeing young people access to the
guidance, mentoring, support and direction so often lacking when studies culminate.
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This bespoke course is an invaluable investment in a productive future. Do come and meet with us
to learn more about how the Preparation for Work offering can help you.
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Starting off with an analysis of their choice of career, and a consideration of their strengths and
weaknesses, they are exposed to senior industry figures as they explore what they want to do and
what is important to them as a working person. They then consider how they present themselves,
and plan strategies to connect with potential employers in their chosen field, before creating an action
plan and addressing the hard skills essential to a successful job hunt.
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Finito’s programme is different from others on the market. Through one-to-one,
hands-on sessions with highly-experienced tutors and business people, students work
through a programme of discovery, exploration and action.

The future

Education
Employment
and Beyond

All those that sign up to the bespoke Work Ready course leave not only equipped to move forward
in their chosen career direction, but also with an all-important first reference in hand. All Finito alumni
have access to a 24-7 advice hotline, providing assistance around-the-clock from a team of experts
capable of answering job-hunt questions whenever they arise.
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Clear career objectives
Enhanced self-awareness
Insights from senior industry figures
A fit-for-purpose CV
Improved presentation skills
Developed interview strategies
A job-hunt action plan
Digital and human networking skills
A better ability to demonstrate competencies
Greater self confidence
New mentors and contacts
Access to a 24/7 alumni helpline
Advanced writing skills
Well-developed social media capabilities
Confidence to embrace panel selection processes
Fall-back career options
An all-important first reference
Work experience strategies
Tools to deal with salary negotiations
An understanding of employment law
Tactics for communicating with employers

What we offer

Graduates
of Finito
courses
can expect
to leave 
with:
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Contact us

To arrange your free consultation, please contact your Q Lifestyle Manager quoting QEdAdvisory17
Jess Harris
Head of Education

Ronel Lehmann
Chief Executive

Quintessentially Education
29 Portland Place
London W1B 1QB

Finito Education Limited
Sutherland House
3 Lloyd’s Avenue
London EC3N 3DS

t ] +44 (0)2030 736667
m] +44 (0) 7834 318042
w] www.quintessentially.com
www.quintessentiallyeducation.com
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